
Place In Time - October Layout

      Class Project                          Featuring: Place In Time

Designed by Robin Shakoor 
Graphic 45® Supplies:
2 sheets October Cut-Apart (#4500610)
1 sheet October Foundation (#4500609) 
1 sheet Sentiments (#4500616) 
1 sheet Cardstock Stickers (#4500617)  
1 sheet Chipboard Tags 2 (#4500620)

Additional Supplies: 
1 sheet black cardstock (12x12) 
12 inches black twine or embroidery floss 

Tools:
Paper trimmer, scissors, scoring tool or bone 
folder and scoring board, ruler, adhesive dots,  
tape runner, 3D foam adhesive.

Instructions:
*Use a sanding block to smooth rough edges  
on cardstock punch-outs or chipboard elements. 

1. Cut the orange stripe border from both Cut-
Aparts sheets. On the reverse of one of the sheets, 
cut the “The Saturday Evening Post” image, ink 
edges and set aside.

2. Using the remainder of the orange border, cut 
one 4 ¼” x 6 ¼” mat and two 3 ½” x 3 ½” mats, ink 
edges. 

3. Cut one 4 ½” x 6 ½” mat and two 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” 
mats from black cardstock. Adhere the large mat 
to the black mat and adhere the two small black 
mats to the two orange mats. Place mats on the 
page and arrange as shown, then adhere. Adhere 
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the Evening Post image to the center of the 
page.

4. Using the pennant template, cut banners  
using the template, ink edges and adhere to  
the extra black cardstock, trim a thin border 
and place in the purple section of the page. 
*Cut the number of banners to match the title 
you choose for your page, then select the  
alphabet stickers and adhere to the center of 
each pennant. *When adhering the pennants,  
apply glue to the center only.

5. Pierce holes in the top corner of each  
pennant. Using 14” of the embroidery floss, 
thread needle and begin to stitch by placing 
your needle through the first pennant from  
the back. You may make a small knot or  
simply tape the end as shown above.

6. Once completed, punch circles and ink  
edges. The number of circles will depend upon 
the length of your title. You will want a circle 
at each end of the pennant regardless of the 
number pennants.

7. From the sticker sheet, add “Oct 31” sticker 
to the top left corner of page. Also from the 
sticker sheet, remove the “Boo!” sticker and 
place on black cardstock, then trim to create 
a thin mat, add foam adhesive to the back. 
Adhere to the page between the Evening Post 
image and the bottom mat as shown.  

8. Cut “Pumpkin Time” border from Cut- 
Aparts page, trim to 4 ¼”, adhere to photo.

9. Cut “October” from the Sentiments sheet  
and adhere just above the "Evening Post"  
image to the right.

10. Remove the chipboard child witch on  
broom image, ink and using the remaining  
embroidery floss, tie a bow, adhere to page  
using foam adhesive.
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Banner Template
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